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Today Japan Post announced that Toll Express will be sold to Allegro. The rest of the parts of Toll will remain with

Japan Post. 

This will see Toll broken into two parts. 

The TWU will be urgently seeking a meeting with both the new owners and Japan Post to ensure the best possible

outcome for the thousands of members affected by the sale. After months of uncertainty ahead of the sale, we know

you have questions about what happens next. 

Toll workers have spent decades building Toll up into Australia)s largest transport and logistics company, in

establishing and keeping contracts with clients across the country and in working to set the strongest pay rates and

conditions in the industry. Any plan to move forward must be developed in consultation with workers across all parts

of the business. 

Allegro is a firm that specialises in turning businesses around. The TWU is calling on Allegro to invest much needed

capital into Toll Express to maintain its position as the market leader and ensure job security is protected. The union

will hold Allegro to account every step of the way with the demands of workers front and centre of every

conversation. We(re seeking commitments on�

Long-term commitment to rebuild the company

Maximisation of jobs and full utilisation of the existing workforce and infrastructure

Fair and sustainable standards across the entirety of the Toll business

Maintenance and growth of current market share

Commitment to regulatory reform of the transport industry

Updates will continue to be circulated as we get answers to our demands. Please let your delegates know of any

questions and if you or your workmates are not members, it is urgent to join now. 
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The collective strength of the Toll membership in both halves of the business has never been more

important. Toll is a strong union company, to protect the rights of the workforce going forward, strong

membership is vital.
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